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Abstract 

Culik and Karhumiki studied weighted finite automata (WFA) as devices computing real 
functions. The main motivation was to give specifications of graytone images as local grayness 
functions. Culik and Kari gave an algorithm for automatic image encoding using WFA as 
a basis for a practical image data compression method. 

In this paper we introduce k-tape weighted finite automata. We are mainly interested in the 
case of 2 tapes called weighted finite transducers (WFT). We show that the most commonly 
used image transformations can be defined by WFTs. We also show that WFT transformations 
are closed under union and composition and that the family of WFA images is closed under 
WFT transformations. 

1. Introduction 

A somewhat restricted form of weighted finite automata (WFA), under the name of 
probabilistic finite generators, was introduced in [2] as a tool for defining and 
generating gray-scale images. The mathematical properties of WFA as devices com- 
puting real-valued functions of n variables were studied in [4]. An efficient algorithm 
for the synthesis of a picture generating automaton from a picture given in the pixel 
form was described in [3]. This algorithm has a theoretical version working on an 
“infinitely precise” image - image given for every resolution - and in this case the 
synthesized WFA would regenerate the image perfectly (as long as such an automaton 
exists). The second, practical, version of that algorithm gets as its input an image in 
a fixed resolution and produces WFA (of a specified size) that regenerates the image 
approximately, but with arbitrary precision. Thus the latter version of the algorithm 

gives a method for image compression. 
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In this paper we generalize the comcept of WFA by introducing the notion of 
a k-tape weighted automata (k-WFA). For k = 1 we have the WFA of [4]; 2-WFA, 
called weightedjlnite transducers or WFT are the main topic of this paper. We will use 
WFT to specify formally various kinds of image transformations. Many of the 
transformations routinely done on images can be carried out by WFT. Examples are 
changing contrast, darkness, reduce, enlarge, shift, rotate, cut parts of a picture, 
compose a picture from other pictures and create various regular patterns. 

We will show that these transformations are consistently defined in the sense that 
they are defined for images represented as 

(i) fixed resolution images (0,1/2”, . . . , (2” - 1)/2” > x (0, i/2”, . . . , (2” - 1)/2” > + [w 

for some m, 
(ii) function f: Z,* + R, specifying an image for every resolution, 
(iii) real function I: [0, l] x [0, 11 + R, specifying the local grayness, i.e. the infinite 

resolution. 

2. Images and their representation 

Given an alphabet C, Z* denotes the set of words over C and Co denotes the set of 
o-words (infinite words) over Z. The length of a word w E Z* is denoted by 1 w 1, the 
empty word of length 0 by s, and the set C u (E) by Z*. The prefix of length i of a word 
w or of an o-word w is denoted by prefi(w). The sets of real and rational numbers are 
denoted by R and Q respectively. P, denotes the set {0,1/2”, . . ..(2” - 1)/2”}. By 
a weighted set uuer X we mean simply a function X + R. 

An image 9 in one dimension is a function from the unit interval Ur = [0, l] c R to 
R. The interpretation of 9(x,) is the darkness of the point x1 of the image. Similarly 
for higher dimensions. It does not matter much what we choose for the range of our 
images. Typically, the range is some fixed interval such as CO, l] (or [0,255]) interpreting 
0 as white and 1 as black, the intermediate numbers representing the shades of gray. It 
does however make the theory simpler to allow the whole real line R as the range. 

In order to be able to use automata to generate and transform images we need to 
work with words rather than with real numbers. That is, we will represent real 
numbers, or n-tuples of real numbers, as words over a suitable alphabet. There are 
many ways how this can be done. Following [4] we will express x E US! in some g-adic 
system, and then interpret the digits of x as the o-word over (0, 1, . . . . g - l}. For 
definiteness we will take the binary system. When we want to make the correspond- 
ence between R and a suitable C” explicit, we represent x E R as X E (0, l}“. Taking 
different values of g would allow different, although it does not seem that substantially 
different, images to be represented. However, the complexity of the automaton 
generating a particular image does depend significantly on the choice of g. 

We are mainly interested in two-dimensional images. We need a pair of real 
numbers, to express a point in the unit square. That is (x~,x~)E UZ = [0, l] x [O, l] 
may be represented by a pair of w-words (X1, X2) E (0, l}” x (0, 1)“. As (0, l}” x (0, l}” 
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is naturally isomorphic to ((0, l} x {O,l})” = { (O,O), (l,O), (0, l), (1, l)}O we can equally 
well use w-words over CZ = ((0, 0), (0, l), (1, 0), (1, l)}. For purely practical reasons we 
shall in fact use words over (0, 1,2,3}. Thus in the 2-dimensional space we use 
(xi, x2) H X E (0, 1,2,3}“. The generalization to other dimensions is straightforward. 

Some of the transformations of images we intend to investigate such as the affine 
transformations are defined over the whole plane, not just the unit square, therefore 
we adopt the convention that every image 9 is defined in the whole plane and equals 
to zero everywhere outside the unit square. 

We are going to consider four ways how to represent an image. 

0) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

An n-dimensional image of a fixed resolution m is a function p : Pm + R. The value 

P(i1, ***, i,) is interpreted as the grayness assigned to the pixel with coordinates 

(i 1, . . ..i.). 
An n-dimensional image of arbitrary resolution is specified as follows. First let 
c,= ((0...00),(0...01) )...) (1 . . . l)} i.e. the alphabet of all the binary numbers of 
the length n, and lZ,,l = 2”. As mentioned above, for n = 2 we will use 
C, = (0, 1,2,3). A n image is given by an average preserving function f: C,* + R, 
i.e. by a function f satisfying f(w) = ( l/2”)CEZ. f(wa). For example, for n = 2, 
f(~) is interpreted as the (average) grayness of the whole image, i(O) as the 
grayness of the bottom-left quadrant, f(l), f(3) and S(2) as the grayness, clock- 
wise, of the other quadrants, and similarly for further subdivisions of quadrants 
into their subsquares and so forth. Note, that there is a one-to-one correspond- 
ence between measures on [0, 11” (see [ 11) and the average preserving functions. 
An n-dimensional image of infinite resolution is a real function g : [0, 13” -+ R’. The 

value g(xi, . . . . x,) is interpreted as the local grayness at the point (xi, .,.,x,). 

Some n-dimensional images can be specified by l-WFA. 
Images expressed in one of the forms (i)-(iv) can be translated (approximately or 

exactly - with information loss or lossless) into the other forms. 
(ii) -+ (i). Given f: Z* + Iw, the values f(w) for all 1 WI = n specify p: Pi + R. This 

translation loses the information for all w longer than m, however, the values for 
1 w) < m can be recovered by computing the averages. 

(i) + (ii). Given p : P”, + R. The average preserving property determines the values 
of fP: C: + R for all w E C,*, ( w) < m. We will agree to complete the specification of fP 
by setting &( wa) = &,( w ) f or all UEC, and WEC~, IwI > m. 

(iii) + (ii). Given g : [0, 11" + R we define f: Ct + R for each w E Z,* by 

f(w) = &, Icwg(xi, . . ..x.)dxi . ..dx., 

where C, is the subcube of [0, 11” specified by w. For the functions we are interested in 
the above (Riemann) integral always exists. For mathematical details see [l J. 

(ii) + (iii). For simplicity we specify this transformation only for n = 1, but it can be 
extended in the obvious way to arbitrary n > 1. 

We map [0, l] into C” by mapping each real number r in [0, l] into the sequence of 
binary digits of its fractional part. For the finitely representable rational numbers, e.g. 
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0.101 we choose (arbitrarily) the w-word ending with O’s, i.e. 1010” rather than 10101”‘. 

Now, given f :C,* + R we define partial function g : [0, 11” + R as follows. For 

TE [0, l]“, let rj be the prefix of Y of the length j, and let g(r) = limj_,,f(rj). The real 
function g is defined whenever the limit exists. 

Translations (iii) + (i) and (i) + (iii) are specified by transitivity. 
Translation (ii) --) (iv), when it exists, amounts to theoretical inference (synthesis) of 

a WFA that specifies a given image. 
Not every function f:Z.* + R can be generated by a WFA, the sufficient and 

necessary conditions for n = 2 are shown in [3], and they easily generalize for 

arbitrary n 2 1. 
(Approximate) translation (i) + (iv) amounts to practical inference (synthesis) of 

a WFA that specifies a given image in the pixel form and it is investigated in [33. An 
efficient algorithm described in [33 gives an image-data compression method based on 
WFA. 

3. Automata 

Definition 1. Given an integer k, we define k-tape weighted finite automaton 
k-WFA or simply WFA A = (Q, Cl, . . ., Zk, W, I, 0), where Q is a finite set of states, 

c 1, . . . . CI, are k alphabets, W is a finite set of “edges”, i.e. a function 

W:QxZ:x a..xCFxQ+ $ and I,O:Q-+ R. If, moreover, W(q,x1,...,xk7~‘) = 0 
whenever any xi = E, we shall call such WFA E-free. 

In the following we shall use k-WFA only for k = 1,2,3. l-WFA are used to define 
weighted subsets of [O,l]“, that is functions on [O, 1]“, which we interpret as n- 
dimensional images. The case n = 2 being particularly important. 2-WFA correspond 
to what can be called weighted>finite transducers. A 2-WFA defines a weighted relation 
over [0, 11” which formally is a function z: [O, 1-J” x [O, 11” -+ R. The usual interpreta- 
tion of such a T is a transformation of images, that is r(u,tl) = a is a weight by which 
the point u E [0, 1-J” is mapped to point u E [0, l]“, more precisely if the grayness at 
point u of the source image is p then it contributes up to the grayness of point D of the 
target image. Finally, 3-WFA are used to combine two images to get a third one and 
also to manipulate the transformations themselves. 

First, we are going to describe in detail how k-WFA define weighted sets and 
weighted relations over C*,Y” and over R. 

Given a k-WFA we define path d = wl, . . ., w, as any sequence of adjacent edges 
Wi =(pi-l,Xl,i, . . . . Xk,i,Pi)E W(i = l,..., n). Weight of u denoted by W(o) is defined 
to be W(w,) . . . W(w,). Path cr is also said to be a path from p. to p,,. If p. = pn, we call 
such a path a loop. Projections nj: paths + CT are defined as &(a) = Xi, 1, . .., Xj,“. 

Now we can define A,,,(ul, . . . ,I.+) = C W(a), wh ere p, q E Q, Ui E Cf and where the sum 
is over all possible paths from p to q such that n’(a) = ul, . . . . ~?(a) = uk. 

Now we define the weighted k-relation determined by a k-WFA. 
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Definition 2. Let A be a k-WFA. We define 

PA(U1, . . . . 4) = c I(P)“$,,(ul, **a, ~k)O(q), for UiECf (i = 1, . . ..k). 
P.~EQ 

fA(U .+ 1, . . . . uk) = f’t p,(pref,(u,), . . . . prefr(u,)), for uiECy (i = 1, . . . . k); 

r,4(r1, . . . . rk) =fA(?l, . . . . &), for rl, . . . . rkE[O, 11” for some n. 

Given a relation p, if there is a k-WFA A such that p = rA, then p is called k-WFA 
relation. 

In general, already Ap,,(ul, . . ., uk) may be undefined. If W of A is such that the 
weight on every loop cr where r?(a) = E for all i is 0, then pA, as a relation on 
c: x *** x C: is always defined. However, in order to simplify some proofs, we restrict 
ourselves to the case we actually need. We shall, from now on assume that our 
automata are such that the weight on every loop CJ where at least one r?(a) = E is 0. 
When we want to stress the presence of this condition, we shall call these automata 
e-loop free. Obviously every s-free automaton is s-loop free. 

The main technical result we require is a variant of the well-known theorem on 
composition of transducers, namely that a composition of two WFA relations is again 
a WFA relation (see e.g. [S, Proposition X.5.5]). 

In particular, this result means that the family of images defined by WFA is closed 
under transformations defined by WFT, and that the WFT relations are closed under 
composition. This justifies building more complex WFT transformations from simple 
transformations as shown in Example 2. 

Definition 3. Let p1 be a weighted relation over Si x ..a x Sk,, i.e. a function 
s1 x 0.. x Sk, + [w, and p2 a weighted relation over Tl x ..a x Tk2 where Sk, = Tl. We 
define their composition to be the kl + k2 - 2 relation p = p1 0 p2, where 

P(U, , . . ..ukl-1.uZ,...,uk2) = ~xeTIP1(U1, . . ..uk.-l,x)pZ(x,~Z,,..,~k~). 

Example 1. For S1 = S2 = T, = [O,l], kl = 2 and k2 = 1. We interpret p1 as an 
image transformation and p2 as a one-dimensional (grayscale) image. Weighted set 
p = p1 0 p2, is an image with the grayness of p at point u being the weighted sum 
of the grayness of all the points u of p2 related to u by pl. That is p(u) = 

CUELo, llpl(u,u)p2(u). An important special case is the case when p1 is a relation 
representing a function. If there is a function p :“” such that p1 (u, u) = 1 if u = p:““(u), 

and p1 (u, u) = 0 otherwise, then we sometimes write p = pf;m(p2), or even, by misuse 
of notation p = p1(p2). This notation is justified because in this case the image p is the 
original image p2 mapped by pl, i.e. p(u) = p2(pfi”“(u)). 

Theorem 1. Let Ai = (Qi, Ci, 1, . . . , zi,k,, Wi, Ii, Oi) (i = 1,2), be e-loop free kl-WFA and 
k2-WFA with Cl,kl = Cz, 1. Then there exists a E-loop free (k, + k2 - 2)-WFA A such 

that PA = PA, ‘=P&. COnS6?@kE%tlJ’, atSO fA = fA1 OfA2 and rA = rAl Or&. If both Al, A2 
are z-free, so is A. 
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Proof. For simplicity we assume kl = k2 = 2, and denote C = Z1,2 = CZ,l. We will 

construct A = (Q,Cl.l,C2,2, W,40) as follows: Q = QI XQZ, W(p,q),E,E,(p,q)) 
= 0, for all (p, q) E Q. For other values of u E C ?, 1, 0 E z;, 2 and for all (P, q), (P’, q’) E Q 

we put 

W((P, 41, 4 0, (P’, 4’)) = c w; (P, u, z, P’) wq, z, uv 4’). (1) 
ZfZO 

Here W1, W; are WI, W, with additional non-zero elements w(p, E, e,p) = 1 for 
i = 1,2 and all PE Qi, respectively. (Note that as Ai is assumed c-loop free, there are no 
edges (p, E, E, p) in either W, or W, .) 

Consider arbitrary u E CT, 1, uE,?&,xEZ*andp,p:q,q’EQ.Leta,beapathofA1 
from p to p’ with ~:(a~) = u, and similarly o2 be a path of A2 from q to q’ with 
7r$(g2) = u. We can write cl = (po,ul,xl,pl), . . . . (pnel, u.,x.,pn) (for some n), and 

02 = (qotY,l~l,ql)t*..,(qm-IrYm,~m,qm) (for some VI). We must have 

74%) = x1 ***x, = x and 7ri(a2) = y, --.y,,, = x, where Xi,YjE~O. Thus we have 
either x1 = yl or x1 = E and y1 EC or other way round y, = E and x1 EZ. Similar 

conditions hold for x2, . . . , y,. 
It is now useful to be able to insert an empty path E into any path. An empty path is 

a path of the form (p,~,~,p), has weight 1, and in the general case must be distin- 
guished from a possible similarly looking edge. In our case of &-loop free automata, 
there are no such edges, so the problem of distinguishing them does not arise. Two 
paths are different, if they have different edges, however an empty path has no edges. 
Consequently a path which has some empty subpaths inserted is not different from the 
original path. Empty path is only a syntactic device. 

By using the empty paths we can restrict ourselves to compatible paths cl, 02, i.e. 
assume that n = m and xi = yi for all 1 < i < n = m. Taking c = . . . . ((pi_l,qi_i), 

Ui9Ui9(Pi94i)7-**3~ is a path in A. Using (1) we have W(a) = 

***(Cxi W,(pi-1,ui,xi,pi)wZ(qi-,,xi,Oi,qi))... = Cxi-..Cx.W~(~~)W(~2). There are 

no other paths in A than those arising from compatible paths in A1 and A2. Finally, 
we define Z((p,q)) = Z,(p)Z,(q) and O((p,q)) = O,(p)O,(q). This finishes the proof 
that WFA A represents the relation A1 0 Al. 

It remains to show that A is &-loop free. Let G be a loop of A, then both c1 and ~7~ 
from which D is constructed are loops. If u1 = ..a = u, = E then W,(a,) = 0 (for every 
x1, . . . . x.), and u1 = 0.. = u, = E then W,(o,) = 0 (again for every x1,.,.,x,). So in 
both cases W(a) = 0. 

Let now Al, A2 be E-free. If u # E then 

W(PI4),44(P’,4’)) = w;(P,&,&,P’)W;(q,&,u,q’) = 0, 

and analogically if u # E then W((p,q), u,e,(p’, q’)) = 0. So, A is E-free. 0 

Next we want to show that the affine transformations of R” with rationel 
coefficients can be implemented by WFA relations. 
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Lemma 1. Let p be a k-WFA relation. All relations obtainedfrom p by a permutation of 
arguments, are also WFA relations. All E-free WFA in which some arguments are 
identijed are again WFA s-free relations. The “identity” t(x, y) = 1 if x = y and zero 
otherwise is a 2-WFA relation. 

For example, if p is a 2-WFA relation, so is j defined by i)(x, y) = p(y, x), and if 4 is 
s-free 3-WFA relation, then q= defined by q=(x,z) = q(x,z, x) is an a-free 2-WFA 
relation. The proof is trivial. For example in the first case edges (p, x, y, 4) of A are 
replaced by (p, y, x, q) with the same weight, while in the second case edges (p, x, z, y, q) 
with x # y are omitted (i.e. their weights set to zero), and then (p, x, z, x, q) are replaced 

with (P, x, z, 4). 

Also it is easy to see that the 3-relation Sum(x, y,z), x,y,z f C*, defined as 
Sum(x, y, z) = 1 if x + z = y and 0 < x, y, z < 1, and Sum(x, y, z) = 0 otherwise, can 
be defined by an a-free 3-WFA. This follows from the well-known fact that (binary) 
addition can be implemented by a non-deterministic finite transducer. 

Now, consider an affine transformation, say in two-dimensional space. It is a map- 
ping afun: lR2 + W, specified by a matrix 

m(~11,a12,~i3;~21,~22,~23) = ( al, I al.2 al,3 

a2, I a2.2 a2,3 )* 

In our interpretation functions are expressed as a weighted relations. Given affine 
transformation afUn : Iw” + Iw”, we represent it first by a weighted relation 
a : DB” x Iw” + Iw, namely for y = afUn (x), we put a(x, y) = 1, and we put a(x, y) = 0 for 
other values of x, y E I?!“. So we have to show that we can construct 2-WFA A, such 
that r,_,_ = a. (Recall Definition 2, and the convention of extending domains from the 
unit square to the whole Iw2.) 

Again, for simplicity, assume n = 2. Let us start with “base” transformations 
a!;“, i = 1,2; j = 1,2,3. Taking al2 : (xi , x2) w (0, x1 ) (corresponding to the matrix 
m(0, l,O; O,O, 0)), we require A,,, for which the word relation pb12: X2 x C2 + R is 
pblZ(X,jj) = 1 if j = h12(X), and p,,,,(X, j) = 0 otherwise, where h12 is the homomor- 
phism on ,X2 given by h12 : 0 1+0, 1 H 0, 2 H 1, 3 H 1. Trivially, p12 is e-free WFA 
relation, and the same is true for all other basis aij. 

Every affine transformation can be expressed as a linear combination of these base 
affine transformations, so in the next step we show that if two relations pb,ps 

corresponding to two affine transformations a, /I can be expressed as s-free WFAs, so 
can be pa + ps = P=+~, corresponding to a + /I. Here, a + /I is the conventional sum in 
the linear space of affine transformations, while pa + ps as a sum of WFAs has yet to 
be defined. 

Weighted relations po,ps discussed here, i.e. those arising from affine transforma- 
tions are relations corresponding to functions. Word relation p may be said to 
correspond to a word function pfUn : Z* --) C* if p(x, y) = 0 unless y = pfUn(x), when 
p(x, y) = 1. For relations corresponding to functions the natural definition of p1 + p2 

is the relation corresponding to py” + py”. In general, i.e. for arbitrary relations, we 
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define (PI + PZ)(U, 0) = ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (u,xl)pz(u,x2). Note that this simplifies to the 
previous case for relations corresponding to functions, as in that case, given u, there 
are unique xi such that pi(u,xJ # 0 (i = 1,2), and then there is unique v such that 
xi + x2 = u, and finally the product pI(u,xI)pz(u,xz) is trivial 1 x 1. Clearly, 
p1 + pz = ((pl oSum)oj2)=, and as all the relations are E-free, we have shown that 
p1 + p2 is a WFA relation. 

It remains to show that given UE Q, and s-free WFA p, then a x p, i.e. 
(a x p)(x, y) = p(x, a x y) is again an E-free WFA relation. 

Let, first, a E Q be an integer i. In this case i x p = p + .*a + p, where there are 
i summands, i.e., it can be obtained by repeated addition. In the general case of 
a rational a = i/j we observe that (i/j x p)(x, y) = p(j x x, i x y). Consequently, 
i/j xp = ix (jx 6): This finishes the proof that affine transformations are WFA 
relations. Thus we have shown the following. q 

Theorem 2. For every afine transformation a : [0, 11” + [0, 11” with rational coejicients 

there exists a 2-WFA relation pa such that for n-dimensional image 9: [O, 11” + R we 
have u.(9) = pp”(,%). In this sense WFT pI1 represents afine transformation a. 

Definition 4. Let Yi, & be two images. We define their union .Yr v JJ~ and 
their intersection Yl n 9z as (9i u .Yz)(x) = Yr(x) + .&z(x), and (91 n X*)(x) 
= .Yr (x) . &z(x), respectively. For a real number r and an image 9 the image r9 is 

defined by (rY)(x) = r(Y(x)). 

These definitions are variants of standard definitions (see [S, 61). It is easy to give 
a direct proof that the union and r-9 of l-WFA relations is again l-WFA relation. The 
proof for the intersection is easier to do going through WFA relations over C* (see 
below). Note that the union and the intersection were discussed in [4] as sum and 
product. 

We are also interested in the concatenation of WFA relations, this, however, must 
be done for relations on C* rather than on Ii3 Thus we have the following definition. 

Definition 5. Let R1, R2 be two l-WFA relations over some alphabet C. We define 
their concatenation RIRz as (R,R,)(x) = ‘JSU.,=,Rl(u)R,(u), XE,Y*. 

We show that if RI, R2 are l-WFA relations, that RI n R2 and RI R2 are again 
l-WFA. Let Al, A2 be two WFA generating R1, R2, respectively. Denote by I, D the 
ternary relations Z(x, y, z) = 1 iff x = y = z, D(x, y, z) = 1 iff x. z = y, and zero other- 
wise. Then Al 0 Z 0 A2 generates fA, n Al while Al 0 D 0 A2 generates fA, A2. Obviously, 
both Z and D are WFA relations therefore using the Theorem 1 we see that R1 A R2 

and R1 R2 are again WFA. 
Note, that r in the Definition 4 is an arbitrary real number, while in the Theorem 2 

we have to assume the coefficients are rational numbers only. 
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4. Some normal forms 

Distinct automata may behave identically for the purpose we use them. Thus we 
may define various forms of equivalence. For l-automata (and similarly for k-auto- 
mata for other k), we say that two WFA T,, T2 over the alphabet C are 
*-equivalent if T,(u) = T,(u) for all u E ,X *. Two such automata are o-equivalent 
if Tl(u)= T2(u) for all UEP. Finally, two such automata are R-equivalent if 
T,(u) = T,(u) for all ue[O, 11. 

Note, that these notions are successively weaker. 

Theorem 3. Given a k-WFA A, we can construct a k-WFA B, and a k-WFA C, both 

*-equivalent to A, such that: 
(1) B has a single state go such that ZB(q) = Ofor qEQ - {go), and Zs(qo) = 1. 
(2) C has a single state qr such that O,-(q) = Ofor qEQ - {q/j, and Oc(qs) = 1. 

Proof. For simplicity let k = 1. In the case (l), we take a “new” state go 4 Q, and put 

QB = Q u koh W (4 B Oyayp) = ~qEQ~A(dWA(q~a~~)~ %I(%%p) = WA(%ayp) for 

q # go. ZB is as specified by the theorem, O,(q) = OA(q) for q # go, Os(qo) = A(E). 
Case (2) is analogical. 0 

We may call go the initial, and qf the final state of B, C respectively. When these 
special states exist, we can replace the functions I, and Oc in the definitions of B or 
C by go or qf, respectively. Both cases may be combined to get a normal form with an 
input and output states. Obviously, for *-equivalence we cannot require both 
Z(qo) = 1 and O(qf) = 1, unless A(E) = 1, or, as is usually the case, unless we are 
prepared to ignore what A(E) is. 

5. Examples 

In all the examples there is one initial and one final state. The initial state is 
indicated by an arrow, the final state is the one from which no edge goes to a different 
state. 

Example 2. Fig. 1 shows the diagram of WFT M1. Without the weights Mi defines 
the identity mapping C” + P, the weights are decreased by a coefficient changing 
linearly from 0 at x = 0 to 1 at x = 1. Fig. 2 shows the diagram of WFT M2 that 
implements circular translation by l/4 to the right. Fig. 3 shows the diagram of WFT 
M which implements the composition of Ml and M2. Fig. 4 shows the diagram of 
WFA N and the graph of the function defined by N. Finally, Fig. 5 shows the diagram 
of the WFA N 0 M, and the graph of rNaM = rM(rN). Note, that states (0,3,9) and 
(0,5,9) of N 0 M are equivalent and can be merged into one. Similarly, states (0,4,9) 
and (0,6,9) can also be merged. 
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0,o:; 030: 1 

43-93 
1,l : 5 1,l: 1 

Fig. 1. WFT MI. 

Fig. 2. WFT Mz. 

Fig. 3. WFT M. 
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0 L______________l 

0 1 

Fig. 4. WFT N and the function rN. 

Fig. 5. WFA N 0 M and the function rNmM = rM(rN). 
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Fig. 6. An image and its transformation by WFT K. 

:I 

:l 

Fig. 7. WFT I<. 

Example 3. Now, we give a WFT K which, when applied to any image I, will produce 
the image rk(Z) composed of twice enlarged middle part of the image Z with its top-left 
l/4 x l/4 corner covered by l/4 x l/4 (reduced) copy of the original image I. Fig. 6 
shows image Z on the left and the image rk(Z) on the right. We do not want to change 
either the contrast or the darkness of the subimages thus we choose all the weights of 
K equal to one. Without the weights, K should be a finite state transducer defining 
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E,O: 1 

$ 

0,o: 1 

e,3:1 @;y; 

3,3: 1 

Fig. 8. WFT P and the image rp(I). 

relation 

R = {(03w,Ow),(21w, 2w),(3Ow, 3w),(12Ow, low), 

(122w, 12w),(123w, 13w),(w, 1lw)l WEE;}. 

The diagram of WFT K is shown in Fig. 7. 
Note that if the image I is represented in the pixel form (at certain resolution or in 

the ideal multiresolution) we can compute rK(Z) again in the pixel form. If Z is specified 
by a WFA A, we can compute WFA A 0 K and then rK(Z) in the pixel form. For the 
particular image Z shown on the left-hand side of Fig. 6 such a WFA with about 60 
states can be obtained by the algorithm given in [3]. 

The operation of concatenation of WFA, or more generally concatenation of 
weighted functions jr ,f2 : C* + R, does not seem to have a natural interpretation as 
an operation on images. Actually, it does. For two-dimensional l-WFA AI and AZ, 
their concatenation AI A2 defines an image that is obtained by placing the weighted 
copies of the image defined by A2 into the subsquares specified by A,. More precisely, 

rAIAz is the algebraic sum Cwox* I,( A) where I, is the image rAI(w). A2 reduced 
21Wl-times and placed in the subsquare specified by w. 

Example 4. An infinite number of diminishing replications of an arbitrary image Z can 
be obtained by WFA P shown in Fig. 8. The result of applying WFA P to the image 
Z from Fig. 6 is shown in Fig. 8. 

Example 5. Consider the WFA Al and A2 shown in Figs. 9(a) and (b). FunctionfA, is 
illustrated in Fig. 9(c). The WFA A2 defines the image shown in Fig. 9(d). The WFA 
A = Al A2 is shown in Fig. 9(e), and the image rA in Fig. 9(f). 
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I:1 0: 1 

jj 0:l :@;#I 

(b) 2 : 1 3:l 

(4 

Fig. 9. (a) WFA Al, (b) WFA AZ, (c) squares specified’ by A,, (d) image t-AZ, (e) WFA A = Al AZ, 
(f) image rA = rAIrA1, 
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